
V Base Channel Tray Flat Base Tray

___________mm 
from Left Edge 

85mm 110mm

(mm)

(m
m

)

600mm

Centre Position

Stainless Steel Matte Black

Tile Insert Heelguard Grate

Specify 
Colour

_____________ 
___________mm 
from Right Edge 

Other:

__________

45mm 90mm

Channel Wastes Order form
Factory 9, 22-24 Bond St, Mordialloc, VIC 3195 Tel: 03 7503 7908

www.smartwastes.com.au | admin@smartwastes.com.au

Select Tile Insert or Heelguard Grate Select Tray Base Design

Select Additional Options if required

Standard Channel
No additional options

Crushed Edge Edge Floor Trough Edge Trough with 
Wall Flange

Select Channel WIDTH (mm) Overall    

Select OUTLET Size (mm) 

Select Channel LENGTH (mm) Overall

750mm 900mm 1200mm

Select OUTLET Position Select COLOUR Finish

(mm)

Other

__________
mm

Other

__________
mm

Customer Name :  __________________________________________________________________

Contact Number & Email: ___________________________________________________________________

Site Address:  _____________________________________________________________________

Preferred Merchant: _________________________________________________________________

Fabrication Approval to Proceed:

Name_____________________  Signature: _________________ Date: ______________

OR

Depth required 

Depth required if 
not as standard

__________mm

30.5mm
depth

30mm
depth



References

Terms and Conditions 

By agreeing/signing this order form you hereby understand that the items you are ordering are handmade and 
made-to-order items that are created in our warehouse. By agreeing to this order, the signatory to this agreement 
consents to SWA to proceed with the specified product.

The customer understands that it is their sole responsibility to check the measurements and design of the product 
and approve the product for accuracy. Once an order is placed, it is assumed that all submitted measurements have 
been approved and accepted by the customer and no subsequent cancellation of such order is possible once 
production is in progress. Any modifications to the design, quantities and/or measurements requested by the 
customer after SWA’s receipt of the signed order, it will be the customer’s sole responsibility and a full payment will 
be required before any modifications and rework proceeds.

The customer acknowledges that there may be certain orders that SWA is unable to accept and must cancel. Where 
possible, every effort will be made to offer the best possible product to meet the customer’s requirements. SWA 
reserve the right, at their sole discretion, to refuse or cancel any order for any reason.

A 40% deposit will be required to secure all orders. Balance due before delivery.

Edge Troughs
The Smart Waste Edge Drain is the only modular off the shelf Stainless 
Steel channel drainage system that incorporates a horizontal tile floor 
flange on all four sides. This configuration creates a sump that can be 
waterproofed over to create a guaranteed seal between the floor and the 
channel. It is a versatile and easy to install product that eliminates 
installation delays as it can be modified on-site to suit any changes to the 
outlet position. It comes complete with an adjustable outlet that can be 
drilled and positioned anywhere on the base of the channel.

V Channel
Smart Wastes Australia’s special ‘V’ profile allows for greater draining 
volumes while maintaining a slimline stylish design. 

Crushed Edge
Crushed edges allow for an application that may require a slightly 
shallower floor depth.
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